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DEMOCRATIC CHALLENGER MALINOWSKI LAUNCHES “CLEAN 
CANVASSING” DOOR-KNOCKING CAMPAIGN 

Unlike most candidates, Jacob releases a strict plan to safely campaign face-to-face 
 

GREENDALE, WI — Today, Democratic candidate for State Assembly Jacob Malinowski 
launched “Clean Canvassing”, his safety-first 2020 door-knocking campaign. 
 
After monitoring the data in his district and speaking with health experts, Jacob and his team 
published a comprehensive plan to safely knock on the doors of his neighbors. While most 
candidates fail to adapt, Jacob’s plan adheres to all local, statewide, and national guidelines. 
 
“While many campaigns have struggled during COVID-19, we’ve spent the last 71 days solving 
problems and adapting. ‘Clean Canvassing’ is just another way for Jacob to meet people where 
they’re at and show them that he’s up for the job of state assemblyman,” said Nick Famularo, 
Jacob’s campaign manager. 
 
“Wisconsinites appreciate when a candidate shows up at their door to listen, and I’ve been ready 
to hit the pavement since day 1. Now that I feel like I can knock doors safely, I’m excited to 
meet folks face-to-face -- with six feet of space in-between,” said Jacob. 
 
Jacob’s team will solicit feedback during the first week of “Clean Canvassing” and reevaluate on 
July 1st. 
 
About Jacob 
Jacob is a lifelong resident of the 82nd Assembly district and grew up in a middle-class, 
bipartisan household. From his time on the school board to working three service industry jobs to 
pay for college, Jacob learned early on what it meant to serve others. Jacob is in this race to serve 
his hometown: his neighbors are sick of do-nothing partisan politics and deserve a new, 
passionate leader who is willing to put in the work and develop real solutions. 
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